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Abstract
Vibration mitigation in space structures creates a unique class of a technical problem where resistant for
outgassing and non-fluidic solutions are preferable. Additionaly, a vibration induced by time-varying ex-
citations needs to be effectively reduced. The vibration mitigation task is speciffically difficult in the case
of light, slender and inherently flexible structures of various types, such as supporting structures, deploy-
able structures, modular structures or wide-span skeletal roofing structures. This study presents a concept
of a vibration attenuation method based on semi-active joints and dedicated to frame structures under forced
vibration excitation. The presented investigation contains an analysis of the problem of the optimal control
of a structure fitted with semi-active structural members. Furthermore, an adequate model of the semi-active
joints is developed and a numerical example is presented. Finally, the research provides an experimental ver-
ification of the developed control algorithms, which is conducted on a test stand in a laboratory environment.

1 Introduction

The concept of semi-active vibration damping systems was designed to bridge the gap between active and
passive systems. Such systems should have a very high damping efficiency under varying external conditions
(resemblance to active systems) and a high operational reliability (resemblance to passive systems). This
combination of properties makes them perceived to be much more advanced and difficult to design than the
active and passive damping systems to which they are compared. As a result, scientific activities devoted to
this issue are relatively limited. However, their great advantages make it worthwhile to take up this research
topic.

In applications where efficient vibration damping is required, active damping systems are considered as a
first choice option. This is mainly due to the fact that they are characterized by a very high vibration damping
performance and are relatively easy to design and implement in real structures. These features have attracted
the interest of scientists for many years and therefore the active systems have been thoroughly researched
in various applications. The literature on the subject is very extensive and covers a wide range of areas.
They can be successfully applied as vibration dampers in vehicle suspensions [1], machine tools [2], drilling
machines [3], hard disk drives [4], cable-stayed bridges [5], high-rise buildings [6] and many other fields of
engineering. Active control strategy is usually applied by means of tendons [7, 8], hydraulic actuators [9] or
tuned mass dampers [10]. There can also be found some unconventional concepts such as adaptive inerters
[11]. Such solutions rely on an active generation of forces that affect the controlled structure. Active control
techniques can therefore be very dangerous, because large external forces can lead, contrary to the original
assumption, to destabilization and destruction of the controlled structure. Additional problems are the high
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energy demand and the possible weakening of the structure if the power supply fails.

A semi-active system is the solution to maintain the effectiveness of vibration damping at a similar level,
as well as to increase safety and reduce the energy demand. As in the case of active systems, semi-active
ones can be used in many types of engineering structures and applications. Potential, practically important
application areas include damping of vibrations of lightweight skeletal structures of various types, includ-
ing deployable structures [12, 13], modular structures [14], wide-span skeletal roofing structures [15, 16],
supporting structures subjected to moving loads [17] etc. They are also used in vibration damping in drive-
train systems [18], damping of ground resonance in helicopters [19], adaptive suspensions [20, 21], vibration
control of vehicle seat suspensions [25] and in many other fields of engineering.

A semi-active vibration damping system must be designed in conjunction with the design of the structure it-
self, since the basis of its operation lies in the local reconfiguration of the system in a certain way. Therefore,
the design of the structure must take into account the introduction of this possibility. Local reconfiguration
means that in a certain area of the structure its mechanical properties are modified, usually its stiffness or
damping capabilities, causing the dissipation of the vibration energy to be increased. The local nature of
introduced modifications allows for the use of local, decentralised control strategys as well. Decentraliza-
tion of the control system is desirable because it allows for the use of such damping system in cases where
the centralised one would require too large computational effort [24]. Another advantage of a decentralised
approach is that the number of sensors required for its implementation can be significantly reduced in com-
parison to a centralised, global control strategy. It is also possible to use individual components of the
structure as independent vibration damping devices, which can further improve the efficiency of the energy
dissipation.

We have developed a comprehensive damping system, consisting of a semi-active control algorithm and
some special rotational nodes that allow for the implementation of this algorithm to control planar frame
structures. This system allows for achieving very good results in free vibration damping [26, 27] and in
reducing the amplitude of forced vibrations.

2 Definition of the problem

The aim of the conducted research is to effectively damp free and forced vibrations in planar frame structures
using a semi-active approach. Potential mechanical systems that could benefit from the use of such vibration
damping systems are slender, lightweight space frame structures. This solution uses dry friction, without any
fluid, which is very desirable in such applications.

2.1 Semi-active nodes

Especially designed semi-active nodes are used in the created damping system, allowing for a quick transition
between the levels of the transmitted bending moment. They use a dry friction mechanism between two
conical friction surfaces to transfer the bending moment. When these surfaces are pressed against each other
by an external device (e.g., a spring) the node is in a state of maximum transfer of the bending moment. The
piezoelectric stack located inside the node allows the friction surfaces to be separated and, consequently, the
amount of transmitted moment to be reduced. Due to the fact that the interaction occurs through dry friction,
the continuity of the moment level control is limited. The control technique that works best here is the step
switching between the maximum and minimum moment values that a node can achieve. This approach is
known as a bang-bang control.

2.2 Considered structure

Considered frame structure is presented in Fig. 1. It is built of box profile steel beams with the dimensions
shown in the figure. Its slender structure corresponds with the frame structures used in the space industry. The
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relatively low resonance frequencies allow the high efficiency of vibration reduction system to be observed
visually.

Figure 1: Considered frame structure

2.3 Numerical model

The model prepared for the needs of numerical simulations imitates the semi-active nodes described above
using rotational viscous dampers with a freely controllable damping coefficient. Two overlapping rotational
degrees of freedom can be coupled by means of such a damper and, in dynamic simulations, efficiently
implement a frame node (transferring bending moments). Switching the damping coefficient to a minimal
value (e.g., to zero) changes the state of operation of the node to a truss one (no transfer of moments). The
general equation of motion of any structure equipped with the described nodes can be expressed as follows:

Mẍ(t) +

(
C+

N∑

i=1

γi(t)Ci

)
ẍ(t) +Kx(t) = F(t) (1)

where M and K represent the mass and stiffness matrices, C is the damping matrix of the structure without
any rotational dampers (truss-like state), γi is the variable damping coefficient of the ith rotational damper.
Ci is the coefficient matrix of the ith rotational damper and F is the external force. This model of nodes
does not introduce nonlinearities to the numerical model, and at the same time it allows for approximating
the frame-like state of nodes operation with a satisfactory accuracy.

The developed heuristic control algorithm puts the bang-bang control concept into practice. Its mathematical
definition looks as follows:

γi =

{
γmin if Eel

i reaches maximum
γmax otherwise,

(2)

where Eel
i is the local strain energy in the vicinity of the ith controllable node (see [26] for details). The

period during which the semi-active node remains in the truss state can be determined in couple of ways; the
simplest is to define a constant time window, after which it returns to its original (frame) state of operation.
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Figure 2: Comparison of lateral displacements of the tip for the first natural frequency

2.4 Exemplary numerical results

The achieved results of the reduction of vibrations excited by a harmonic external force are presented in
Fig. 2. It compares the in-plane lateral displacements of the tip of a frame structure similar to the one
presented in Fig. 1. The external excitation is a harmonic force applied to a selected point of the structure.
Its frequency is equal to the first natural frequency of the considered frame. The high damping performance
can be clearly seen. In this case, the amplitude reduction of the induced vibrations is about 75%.

3 Experimental investigation

Laboratory investigation aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of the localised control algorithm developed
in course of the conducted optimization and numerical analyses. The objective is accomplished by means
of reflecting three types of experimental tests: 1. modal analysis for examination of structural dynamics,
2. verification of the decentralised control approach dedicated to damping of free vibration, 3. verification of
the decentralised control approach dedicated to damping of forced vibration.

The subject of the experiment is a steel, slender frame fixed in a cantilever configuration and equipped with
semi-active joints, as depicted in Fig 1. The investigation is conducted in 2D configuration, therefore a set
of geometrical points on OXY plane is defined on the structure (P1 – P22) as the measurement positioning
system (Fig. 3). The semi-active joints are mounted in points P4 and P12 and allow the system to carry
out the operation of a controllable reduction of the bending moments transmission in the beam between the
joints.

The experimental vibration excitation is of two types: for inducing free vibration – an initial condition of a
displacement type (introduced at point P20 in direction OX); for inducing forced vibration – a modal shaker
(fixed at point PF in direction OX) (Fig. 3).

Sensing system has been configured in order to provide a relevant input in dependence on the particular
experimental task. Sixteen accelerometers of 6 kHz bandwidth are used for modal analysis, whereas a setup
for monitoring of the internal vibration energy comprises twelve strain gauges configured for bending mea-
surements. The positioning of the utilised strain gauges is relevant to a selected control algorithm and is one
of the tasks of the examination. The vibration amplitude monitoring task is accomplished by measuring ve-
locity in the point P16 on the frame. In the case of the forced vibration, the excitation force level is acquired
with a piezoelectric force sensor positioned at the tip of the modal shaker.
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Figure 3: Experimental frame in the laboratory configuration

Laboratory controller is based on an FPGA processor unit (40MHz cRIO NI), which accomplishes two
variants of the developed control law, where the strain energy in the structure is continuously monitored.
The algorithms are programmed for detecting the time instant related to maximum values of the strain energy
of the frame and initialising a short lasting switch operation in the semi-active joints. The duration of the
switching process is anticipated to be relevant to the rate of a bending wave propagation in a steel structure.
Particularly in this experimental setup the switching period is 2.3 ms, which results from a limitation of the
piezoelectric actuation system.

A reference parameter for the effectiveness comparison is unified for all experiments and defined as an
amplitude of velocity of the frame tip in the lateral plane.

3.1 Modal analysis

An operational modal analysis of the structure is performed on the basis of acceleration measurements in
the twenty two measuring points distributed on the frame. The analysis is accomplished in the in-plane
configuration with PolyMax algorithm (LMS TestLab 9B). Determination of changes in dynamics of the
frame in the two basic passive operational configurations is the main objective of the analysis. The first
configuration is the frame with the joints, transferring the bending moments (frame-like state) and the second
configuration is with the transfer of the moments switched off (truss-like state).

3.1.1 Modal analysis results

A significant difference is demonstrated in the eigenfrequencies related to the particular modal shapes. The
corresponding values of frequencies are given in Tab. 1. The in-plane modal shapes for the two configura-
tions appear not to differ between each other. The first four modal shapes are depicted in Fig. 4 – 7.

Configuration I Configuration II
ModeNo Frequency [Hz] Frequency [Hz] Shift [%]

1 14.5 11.3 −22.0
2 40.1 39.4 −1.7
3 125.3 121.7 −2.8
4 166.3 152.8 −8.1

Table 1: Frequencies corresponding to in-plane modal shapes

An in-depth examination of the modal shapes represented by the beam between the semi-active joints shows
that it takes a form with two extrema (S-shape) for the first, second and fourth mode. The S-shape form
is characterised by high strain energy, which intensively influences the bending stiffness of the structure as
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Figure 4: Modal shape for the first eigenfrequency

Figure 5: Modal shape for the second eigenfrequency

Figure 6: Modal shape for the third eigenfrequency

Figure 7: Modal shape for the fourth eigenfrequency
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Figure 8: Experimental frame in the laboratory configuration

a whole. The third modal shape of the beam reveals one extremum (U-shape) and therefore it allows for
accumulating a lower amount of the strain energy in the element. Furthermore, a relative angular distortion
of the joints has a significant influence on the strain energy accumulation process. The S-shape deflection
of the beam between the semi-active joints is associated with angular deflection of the joints carried out
with the same turn. On the other hand, the U-shape is associated with counter rotation of the joints. The
second modal shape demonstrates a configuration, in which the joints do not exhibit an angular distortion,
since the localization of them is close to an extremum of the modal shape. The above described effects are
visible in the eigenfrequencies shifts (Tab. 1), which directly represent modifications of the bending stiffness
of the complete frame. The eigenfrequencies referenced to the first and fourth modal shapes are shifted most
significantly, as they both represent the S-shape deflection modes with significant torsional deflections. The
third modal shape introduces a moderate shift of 2.8% related to counter torsional deflection of the joints
(U-shape case). The least influence is associated with the second modal shape, as the relative torsional
deflections of the joints are minimal.

The analysis provided above reveals some preliminary, heuristic conclusions regarding the proper localisa-
tion of the semi-active joints in a larger frame structure. The favourable localisations are those which are
characterised by torsional distorsions of a common turn, present in the majority of the modal shapes or in
the modes of the most concern.

3.2 Decentralised vibration control

In the decentralised control approach, the feedback input signal is acquired in the direct neighbourhood of
the semi-active joint (see Fig. 8). Therefore, a local response of the structure is monitored and an adequate
interference of the electronic system is adopted. The thesis in this part of the study can be formulated as
follows: it is feasible to control the vibration of a structure exclusively on the basis of the strain energy mea-
sured locally. The principle objective of this part of the investigation is to provide a survey of decentralised
control configurations aiming at assessment of the system performance. The common feature of the tested
configurations is an on-off feedback controller, which switches the state of the semi-active joints. The input
signal is velocity of the vibration. The algorithm assumes short-duration switches of the joints at the time
instants when the velocity of vibration is equal to zero, which corresponds to maximum accumulated strain
energy. The control objective is minimisation of vibration velocity amplitudes at the tip of the frame along
the direction OX (P16 in Fig. 8).
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Figure 9: Free vibration response of the frame in passive and controlled modes in accordance with decen-
tralised control approach

3.2.1 Decentralised control approach applied for free vibration

Experimental program dedicated to free vibration comprises acquiring a passive and a controlled response of
the frame in accordance with the decentralised control approach. The input for the controller is provided by a
strain gauge positioned at the point P17 on the frame. The consequent acceleration and velocity of the frame
tip is depicted in Fig. 9, in which the passive response is compared to the controlled one. As demonstrated,
the applied algorithm is able to recognize the correct time instants to release the accumulated strain energy
efficiently. The vibration of the frame is damped after three periods of oscillation. The decentralised control
approach can be assumed to be effective in accordance with the previous research findings [24].

3.2.2 Decentralised control approach applied for forced vibration

Primarily, the presented research of the forced vibration control aims to evaluate the system controllability in
dependence on position of the input signal sensor on the frame under a continuous excitation. Furthermore,
the switching phase shift influence on the system response is examined.

At the presented stage of the investigation, the setup is configured for parallel examination of the strain levels
in four localisations. For accomplishment of the synchronous strain examination a dedicated experiment is
proposed, i.e. generation of the input signal for the controller is referenced to the vibration excitation signal.
This approach allows for examination of responses from the several sensor localisations under the same
vibration conditions.

The vibration of the frame is induced with a modal shaker positioned in point PF exciting the frame along
OX axis and the examined input sensor positions are depicted as P10/11, P13, P15, P17 (Fig. 8).

The testing instances are defined for two frequencies associated with the first and second mode of the in-
plane vibration (14.5 Hz and 40.1 Hz) as well as a frequency sweep at 0.1 – 200 Hz bandwidth, which covers
four in-plane vibrational modes of the object.
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3.2.3 Results discussion of forced vibration control

Time histories of the strain response in P15 for passive and controlled instances are depicted in Fig. 10. The
graphs depict responses of the structure to a harmonic excitation of the 1st and 2nd eigenfrequencies. The
time instants for the switching signal are determined in reference to the excitation signal history.
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Figure 10: Strain in P15 in passive and controlled structure under the 1st and 2nd eigenfrequency harmonic
excitation
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Figure 11: Forced vibration response of the frame in passive and controlled modes under 14 Hz

The first test of the frame is designed to determine the system controllability in reference to the phase shift
of the control signal with regard to the structural response of the object. The result of the experiment is
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Figure 12: Forced vibration response of the frame in passive and controlled modes under 39 Hz
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Figure 13: FFT of accelaration in P16 in passive and controlled modes

a reduction of strain amplitudes at 14.5 Hz and 40.1 Hz, as depicted in Figs. 11 and 12. The amplitudes
of strains in the previously defined positions are presented in the domain of a time instants of the control
signal generation. The time instants are referenced to the normalized period of the vibration. As a refer-
ence case for each time instant, the amplitudes of passive vibrations are provided. The data confirm that
the effectiveness of the control algorithm is the highest (the amplitudes are reduced the most intensively)
when the switching is provided at 0.25 and 0.75 of the period. Those time instants are associated with the
extrema of the strain, and therefore with the maximum of the strain energy of the system. Furthermore, the
results reveal that the implementation of the control routine decreases the amplitudes in the complete periods
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duration. Consequently, the system does not deteriorate or destabilise performance of the original structure
and confirms a dissipative character of the system. A consequent finding from the presented examination
is that the vibration of the controlled beam between the semi-active joints is shifted in phase in reference
to the vibration of the remaining beams of the structure. This may inherently influence the operation of the
control algorithm. Further study is required for determination of the actual influence of the phase shift on
the system performance. The decentralised and essentially nonparametric character of the investigated ap-
proach might require the employment of substructural nonparametric models [22] and facilitate applications
in substructural-level monitoring methods [23].

The second group of tests is focused on frequency response of the system and assessment of the system’s
performance in the frequency domain. As depicted in Fig. 13, the first and second mode responses are ef-
fectively reduced. The presented results also confirm the results of the theoretical analysis of the problem
as regards to the transfer of the vibrational energy from the lower modes to the higher modes. The graph
in Fig. 13 presents two curves, where passive response has higher amplitudes in the range of lower frequen-
cies (first and second modes) and lower amplitudes in the range of higher frequencies. It suggests that the
control system mitigates the amplitudes in the low frequency range and induces the vibration of the system
in the high frequency range. The higher frequency modes are better damped in structure because of naturally
higher values of material damping.

4 Conclussions

An experimental survey dedicated to a decentralised control of vibration in a frame structure is presented.
The demonstration for the Prestress Accumulation and Release control law is verified and examined. The
control method reveals a significant potential in mitigation of the vibration in free vibration as well as forced
vibration instances. The obtained results encourage to make effort directed to implementation of the method
for more complex 2D as well as 3D structures. Furthermore, the obtained results encourage to perform
studies on optimal localisation of the semi-active joints as well on optimisation of the position with regard
to excitation localisation.
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